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Objective: To assess the functional performance of remodeled malleus allografts in a malleus-foottplate assembly in terms of hearing results and mid-term stability. Study Design: A retrospective study of 60 consecutive patients who underwent a malleus allograft ossiculoplasty from 1993 until 2000. In all cases the incus and the stapedial arch were missing as the result of cholesteatoma (49), chronic otitis (5), incus necrosis resulting from stapes prosthesis (5), and congenital ossicular malformations (1). In all cases malleus allografts were remodeled to form a malleus-stapes assembly. Results: The audiometric results, using such an ossiculoplasty, revealed an overall median gain of 18.3 dB at 2 months, 22.3 dB at 6 months, and 25 dB 1 year postoperatively on Fletcher frequencies. An air-bone gap closure within 20 dB was achieved in 81% of all cases 1 year postoperatively. No cases of extrusion have been seen in our series. Conclusion: Our findings suggest that malleus allografts are capable of generating good and stable functional results as malleus-stapes assembly. Key Words: Malleus, allograft, homograft, ossiculoplasty. The Laryngoscope, 112:1782-1784, 2002

INTRODUCTION

In cholesteatoma and long-term ear surgery the middle ear ossicles often have to be removed because of pathological destruction. The replacement of these ossicles has always been a challenge in middle ear surgery. The use of allogecnic ossicles was first introduced by House et al. Several artificial materials have also been used over time, often with successful restoration of hearing. Despite encouraging results with porous and ceramic prostheses, the ubiquitous implementation of these materials was hindered by high extrusion rates and the absence of convincing long-term results. In contrast, hydroxyapatite seems to offer promising perspectives. Long-term results with hydroxyapatite showed air–bone gap closures within 20 dB in 68% of the cases. However, even with this material, high extrusion rates have been reported when there was contact with the tympanic membrane. Allogeneic ossicular bone has the obvious advantages of being "as natural as possible" and readily available. The alleged risk of transfer of infectious diseases, such as Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD) and HIV, is not the issue of the present report, but, in brief, it can be said that transmission of CJD has been reported in 10 cases after implementation of dura mater grafts. However, it has never been reported after transplantation of tympanic ossicular allografts. In addition, the incidence of CJD is extremely low (1:100000), and stringent criteria for donor selection should exclude donors at risk for CJD. With regard to HIV, it has been shown that the current preservation techniques are safe with regard to HIV transmission. In Belgium, allogeneic tissue banks are defined and strictly regulated by legislation (Belgisch Staatsblad, June 13, 1996). Allogeneic material is routinely used by the Antwerp School of Otolaryngology and has been reported to be useful for the reconstruction of tympanic membrane and isolated ossicles, A specific indication is the ossicular reconstruction in case of a missing stapedial arch and incus. An allogeneic malleus can be remodeled in such way that it can be used as a malleus-foottplate assembly. The present study reports on a retrospective analysis on this remodeling technique and on the results of this type of ossiculoplasty.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

A retrospective evaluation has been carried out of ossicular reconstructions by use of remodeled malleus allografts. Sixty consecutive cases were included that were surgically treated between December 1993 and December 2000. The cause of the ossicular lesion was cholesteatoma in 49 patients (81.7%), chronic otitis media in 5 patients (8.3%), incus necrosis attributable to a stapes prosthesis in 5 patients (8.3%), and congenital ossicular malformations in 1 patient (1.7%). All ossicular lesions were characterized by the absence of the stapedial crura and the absence of an intact incus. The original malleus was intact and mobile in 60% (n = 36) cases, and in 40% (n = 24) the malleus head was removed because of fixation in the attic or to improve the visualization of the attic in cholesteatoma ears. The original stapedial footplate was intact and mobile in 90% of the cases. In
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the remaining 10%, the original stapedia footplate had previously been replaced with a vein graft or perichondrial graft during stapes surgery for otosclerosis. During hypotensive general anesthesia, a transmastoid tympanotomy was performed. An allogeneic malleus was obtained from the tympano-ossicular tissue bank and was remodeled and inserted between the malleus (handle) and the stapes footplate or its replacement vein or perichondrium graft in the oval window. The graft was remodeled to a Y-shaped structure to fit closely in the neck of the original malleus (Figs. 1 and 2). Fibrin glue (Tissucol) was used to immobilize its contact at both ends. After putting the tympanomeatal flap back in place, sponges with antibiotic ointment were left in place for 5 days.

Several variables were studied: gender, side, surgeon, age, indication of the operation, the ventilation of the middle ear cavity, a history of previous ear surgery, the presence or absence of an intact stapes footplate, and the preoperative and postoperative disease. Audiometry with bone and air conduction was performed preoperatively and at 2, 6, and 12 months after surgery. All audiometric measurements were performed in a sound-proof room with an audiometer calibrated according to the International Standards Organization standards. No response to air-conducted sound was coded as 120 dB, and to bone conducted sound as 80 dB. Missing values were coded as such. Five-parameter statistics were used to describe the audiometric variables.16

RESULTS

The average age of the patients was 37.2 years (range, 5.6-70.8 y). The male-to-female ratio was 53:47, and the right-to-left-side ratio 53:47. Six patients (10%) had never undergone surgery at the same ear. Four of them showed active disease (cholesteatoma) at the time of surgery. Fifty-four patients (90%) had previously undergone either a tympanoplasty (n = 49) or a stapedotomy (n = 5). Thirteen of these cases showed active disease at the time of surgery. The remaining 41 were either planned second stages after primary cholesteatoma surgery (n = 6) or purely functional revisions for conductive hearing loss (n = 35). The preoperative ventilation state of the middle ear cavity was evaluated by the surgeon and was scored as normal or “as good as normal” in 88.3% (n = 53) and as poor in 11.7% (n = 7) of cases.

The audiometric results at 2, 6, and 12 months are presented in Figure 3. The overall median gains were 18.3 dB at 2 months, 23.3 dB at 6 months, and 25 dB at 12 months. The median gains are outlined in Figure 3. The air-bone gap closures for the Fletcher frequencies (0.5, 1, and 2 kHz) were within 20 dB in 81% of cases at 12 months after surgery.
DISCUSSION
It is known that ossiculoplasty in the absence of stapedial crura tends to yield worse results than in the presence of an intact stapes. The present study reports on the use of remodeled allogeneic malleus grafts positioned between the original malleus and the stapes footplate. It is shown that such an allograft assembly is capable of generating good and stable functional results (Fig. 3). The problems frequently encountered with artificial materials, such as extrusion, have not been seen in our series. The only failure, when using this technique, is related to the improper fit of the prosthesis resulting in bad functional gain or to adverse physiological middle ear condition such as a lack of aeration. We think that this allograft ossiculoplasty is a stable, safe, and reliable technique.
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